We present a novel method for combining the analog and photon-counting measurements of lidar transient recorders into reconstructed photon returns. The method takes into account the statistical properties of the two measurement modes and estimates the most likely number of arriving photons and the most likely values of acquisition parameters describing the two measurement modes. It extends and improves the standard combining ("gluing") methods and does not rely on any ad hoc definitions of the overlap region nor on any background subtraction methods.
I. INTRODUCTION
In order to extend the total dynamic range of measurements the same back-scattered return signal in modern lidar acquisition systems (a.k.a. transient recorders) is usually sampled with two distinct methods: a fast analog-to-digital converter and a photon counting unit [1] . The two range-resolved traces are then combined ("glued") by first correcting the dead-time effects of the photon counting mode [2] and then by calibrating (fitting) the analog trace to the photon counts in some suitable photon-counting rate interval [3] [4] [5] . The final step in the construction of the "glued" trace involves choosing a suitable signal size above which only rescaled analog values are considered and below which only the photon-counting trace is used. The general usability of such "gluing" methods is hampered by several intrinsic weaknesses: the "background" is usually subtracted from both measurement modes whereas it could be retained and used as additional information; a large variety of regressions and χ 2 minimizations are used in the calibration of the analog signal; arbitrary and not well defined photon-counting rate fitting intervals are imposed in order to stabilize the former minimizations; photon-counting nonlinearity is usually corrected only with manufacturer-supplied dead-time values [6] ; the unused half of the measured data is simply discarded and the actual position of the crossover between the analog and the photon-counting trace is not selected by any strict rules.
II. MEASUREMENT
This new method is based on the elementary observation that the same input signal is evaluated by two different measurement techniques. Employing simple models of these two measurement processes we will make use * darko.veberic@ung.si of all available data to construct a new composite trace of arriving photon numbers in such a way that the new hypothetical number of photons would in fact most likely produce the two actually measured traces.
For the sake of clarity we will keep the measurement models simple enough to illustrate the main properties of the method. Nevertheless, the procedure is highly flexible and if greater levels of detail are required, then the descriptions in Eq. (1)- (4) can be simply updated with more complex descriptions of the two measurement processes.
A. Analog signal
In a typical transient recorder, the analog signal is constructed by integrating the current from a photomultiplier (PMT) in a sampling time ∆t which is then discretized by an analog-to-digital converter into the analog lidar trace. Since the PMT is a fairly linear sensor of arrived photons p, we can thus describe their transformation into an analog signal a with a simple linear transformation
where α is related to the PMT and amplifier gain, converting the number of incoming photons into the adc units. β is a small hardware-imposed offset (baseline) which enables the detection of a possible signal undershoot and post-measurement determination of a true zero. Given the number of the input photons p, the variance, V[a], of the analog signal resulting from the noise in this chain of electronics can be, at least for small signals, safely modeled as being constant,
and is expressed in units of adc 2 . For larger signals the analog variance in Eq. (2) acquires an additional signalsize dependent Poisson term which we can neglect for reasons given later.
B. Photon-counting mode
In typical photon-counting modules of modern transient recorders, the input photons p are recorded by counters with predominantly non-extending dead-time τ. These types of counters are also referred to as cumulative or non-paralyzable counters.
For such counters 1 the mean number of counts m in a sampling time ∆t can be expressed as
where δ is the fraction of dead-time vs. sampling time, δ = τ/∆t. The variance of the photon count is
where V δ is a nontrivial function for the variance of the dead-time counter and is explained in greater detail in Appendix A. Note that the dead time, during which the counter is unable to record any incoming photons, induces saturation of the maximally possible counts to m max ≈ lim p→∞ C(p) = 1/δ. As mentioned before, the standard gluing procedure involves, before fitting the analog and photon counting traces, correcting the counts m for the dead-time effects with the inverse of the function in Eq. (3),
Unfortunately, the inverse has a singularity at m = m max and produces negative photon estimates p for m > m max . In the standard gluing procedure this, and the fact that the dead time τ is not well known, limits the range of useful data of the measured photon counting traces. As we will see later on, the procedure developed here does not suffer from this drawbacks since only the nonsingular function C(p) is used and the estimation of the dead-time value is part of the method.
C. Overlap region
In the case of a large number of incoming photons, p 1/δ, only the analog signal carries useful information due to the inevitable saturation of the photon counter. For a small photon influx the situation is reversed since the analog signal has reached the levels of the electronic noise while the photon-counting is in the ideal proportional mode with almost no dead-time effects. Therefore, outside of the relative overlap region, the quality of data of one or the other mode prevails. From the simple measurement models given above we thus require good accuracy in the overlap region and that the winning model is supplying the correct solution far away from the overlap.
Due to these relaxed requirements we can approximate the variance of the dead-time affected photon counter in Eq. (4) with the Poisson variance of the photon-count itself (see Appendix A),
D. Summation of lidar traces
It is quite common practice in lidar measurements to additionally increase the dynamical range of the data acquisition by summation (time stacking) of consecutive lidar returns. With fast laser-pulse repetition rates it is reasonable to assume that within the summation time the atmosphere does not introduce substantial sources of additional variance beyond the natural Poisson-like fluctuations of the backscattered photons.
Denoting by a s the sum of N s analog measurements a at the same range of consecutive lidar traces and with p s the sum of the arrived photons, the photon conversion in Eq. (1) 
The mean photon count obtained by summation of N s consecutive lidar returns, N s C(p s /N s ), has a nice property of retaining the general form of Eq. (3) with the dead-time fraction effectively transformed into δ/N s . Nevertheless, for large photon numbers p the variance depends on summation in a non-linear way and has to be evaluated as N s V δ (p s /N s ).
The measurement models given above are thus, at least to some degree, invariant with respect to the summation as long as the following transformation of the acquisition parameters is taken into account,
III. INITIAL ESTIMATES
For any nonlinear minimization procedure it is of utmost importance to acquire accurate initial values for minimized parameters. In our case the initial values for parameters α, β, γ 2 are obtained from a least-squares minimization of
where only analog and photon-counting data points (a i , m i ) of the lower left corner are used (see Fig. 1 ), i.e. the lower 10% of the whole photon-count range. Initial estimates for the "gluing" parameters α and β are thus obtained in a manner similar to the standard procedure suggested by the manufacturers of the transient recorders [6] or other more detailed studies [5] .
Since the fluctuations of the analog data in the lower left corner of Fig. 1 are dominated by the electronic noise, an estimate for the analog variance γ 2 is obtained simply from the residuals in Eq. (8), γ 2 = χ 2 min /N dof , where the number of degrees of freedom is N dof = N − 2 with N the number of data points involved in the fit. From this point on, γ 2 is kept fixed and will not be the subject of minimization.
Fitting the photon counts m to a constant in the tail of the large analog values (upper right corner of Fig. 1 ) gives an estimate for the dead-time fraction, δ = 1/ m . For the m estimate typically only the data in the largest 30% of the analog values has been used, but excluding all data points with ADC saturation (which we discard in this procedure anyway).
See Fig. 1 for the results of the initial fits to an example lidar return which will be used throughout this analysis. The data was obtained with a back-scatter lidar at wavelength of 355 nm, pulse repetition rate of 20 Hz and trace summation N s = 20. The light sensor was a Hammamatsu R3200 photomultiplier tube connected to a highvoltage of approximately 800 V. The return signal was acquired with a Licel TR 40-160 transient recorder operated at a sampling frequency of 40 MHz. The recorder is delivering discretized analog signal traces with 12 bit ADC resolution and photon-counting traces with a maximal count rate of 250 MHz, both with trace depth of 16k samples [7] . The example trace was recorded with 20 • elevation on a relatively clear night and contains only a thin and faint layer of haze around the range of 13.5 km.
IV. MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD
From the two measurement models described above we can construct a likelihood L for the total trace as a product over all trace time elements i of a likelihood of observing p i photons given the analog measurement a i and the photon count m i ,
where likelihood L(a i , m i , p i ) is a product of the probability P(a i |p i ) to observe an analog signal and the probability to have a certain photon count P(m i |p i ) given a number of photons. We can model the analog probability with the normal (Gauss) distribution N (x, σ 2 ) = exp(−x 2 /2σ 2 )/ √ 2πσ 2 using the linear transformation Eq. (1) and the corresponding variance γ 2 . According to Eq. (6), the photon count probability can be approximated with the Poisson distribution from Eq. (A1) so that the resulting likelihood is expressed as
The corresponding deviance is defined as
where
is the deviance for a particular data point 2 . The motivation for using the deviance version of likelihood comes from the fact that for the normal-like distribution probabilities the deviance is equivalent to the usual χ 2 estimator. Nevertheless, the minimization of Poisson-like distribution probabilities can not be formulated in terms of a simple χ 2 formalism. The solution to the minimal deviance (or, in other words, maximal likelihood)
is usually found by solving for an extreme
2 with specific requirement that 0 × ln 0 ≡ 0 where the gradient ∇ is formed by derivatives over the whole parameter space. In our two-measurement model, the deviance (likelihood) depends on the following parameters: the α and β coefficients from the analogto-digital conversion A(p), the variance of the analog signal γ 2 , and the dead-time fraction δ of the photon counter. In addition to these four model parameters, the deviance depends also on all (unknown) numbers of incoming photons p i . In general, the deviance thus has N + 4 parameters for 2N data points (analog and photon counts). Due to the particular structure of the deviance in Eq. (11), we can split the global minimization procedure for D in two parts: the outer part drives the minimization over α, β, γ 2 and δ parameters, and the inner part deals with the "nuisance" parameters p i for each iteration of the outer part.
Assuming that the outer part already supplies parameters α, β, γ 2 and δ, the inner part proceeds as follows: since in the total deviance D only the ith term D(a i , m i , p i ) depends on particular p i , we can simplify the p i part of its gradient,
by introducing a marginalized (conditional) number of photons,p
and profile deviance (as in profile likelihood)
Solving this equation for all p i produces a total deviance without the nuisance parameters p i . Finally, the deviance is contracted intô
which depends only on the remaining four parameters α, β, γ 2 , and δ, and is minimized by the outer part of the procedure. For our two particular measurement models, Eqs. (15)-(17) in the inner part of the minimization correspond to finding a suitable root of a polynomial of the fourth order in p i . Although analytical solutions exist, they are not very practical for real application. The solution can be obtained with the Newton-Raphson iterationp and is repeated until
becomes smaller than ε, with ε set to some small number (∼ 10 −6 ). Note that in some cases the minimum over p i is not the zero of the derivative in Eq. (15), but can be instead found at the boundary, p i = 0, of the validity interval of the p i parameter. The outer part of the minimization deals with the total deviance in Eq. (18) with respect to the remaining nonfixed parameters 3 and this can be carried out with a variety of nonlinear minimization procedures (see for example [8] ). Denoting the final values of the parameters in the deviance minimum withα,β, andδ, the set of final values of nuisance parameters
in the global minimum of the deviance represents the ultimate (most likely) synthesis of the analog and photoncounting modes of the lidar data acquisition. Note that γ 2 is kept fixed at the value of the initial approximation throughout this procedure.
A. Relative acquisition delay
In the acquisition system the input signal flows through quite different electronic sub-components of the transient recorders (e.g. see schematic in manual [7] ) so expecting hardware and firmware related differences in delay time is highly justified. The final analog and photon counting traces can thus be subject to substantial relative offset. In the case of our particular recorder this offset amounts to four sample times, t offset = 4 ∆t = 100 ns. The dependence of the total deviance on t offset is shown in Fig. 2 . How this offset is influencing the details of the example trace can be observed in Fig. 3 . The two haze features found around 13.5 km in the analog and (uncorrected) photon-count modes perfectly match after the t offset shift. The same holds for the small noise-like features in the rest of the trace, mostly responsible for the distinct minimum of deviance in Fig. 2 .
B. Parameter bias due to data distribution
Typical lidar returns do not cover uniformly the whole dynamic range available in analog, a, and photon-counting, m, modes. Most of the data resides in the tail of the lidar return, occupying only the lowerleft sector of the (a, m) phase space (c.f. Fig. 1) . The large contribution of this sector can thus introduce a bias in the likelihood maximization procedure. Furthermore, the acquisition parameters are influenced by the different parts of the (a, m) phase space. Analog baseline β is well defined by the lidar tail (lower left sector in Fig. 1) , the dead-time fraction δ is mostly sensitive to the large-signal parts (upper right sector), and the photon-to-analog coefficient α is mostly influenced by the small and medium part of the trace (left side in Fig. 1 ). To remove and quantify this bias we can bin the data with several different partitions of the (a, m) phase space and balance the relative contribution of each data point (a i , m i ) to the total deviance with a weight w(a i , m i ) = w j , where j is the appropriate bin index. To maintain the correspondence with the previous non-binned case (equivalent to the binning with w j = 1) all binning variants are required to satisfy a summation rule ∑ j w j = N, with N being the number of data points. In all binning variants the weight should be proportional to the inverse density so that all points in a particular bin contribute to the deviance with the same weight as the other non-empty bins. With these two requirements the weights are obtained as
where N ∅ is the number of non-empty bins and N j the number of data points in a particular bin j. The debiased version of deviance from Eq. (18) is now written asD
Here we consider several variants of the binning divisions.
• Un-binned case, w(a i , m i ) = 1: every data point is considered with the same weight. Note that in this way in cases of lidar traces with long tails, the overwhelming contribution will come from the points with small values in both modes a i and m i .
• Fan-like binning: data is categorized into a histogram with fan-like bin shapes radiating from the lower right corner, (a max , m min ) ≡ (2 12 , 0) (see Fig. 4 -left).
• Infinitely-fine binning: since both measurement modes a i and m i have only discrete integer values, we treat each of these discrete points with the same weight. In the top two panels of Fig. 5 initial estimates for the analog parameters α and β are shown for two versions of the χ 2 fit from Eq. (8). The dashed lines are for the χ 2 with squares of a i − A(m i ) (involving uncorrected photon-counts) and the dotted lines are for a version where the dead-time fraction δ is estimated first and then the χ 2 is constructed with dead-time corrected photon counting, a i − A(C −1 (m i )). In the bottom panel of Fig. 5 the initial estimate for dead time δ is shown as a dashed line. The arrows on the left and the right of all panels are indicating the results of the un-binned and the infinitely-fine binned cases, respectively. The rest of the points correspond to the fan-like binning for different granularity of the binning represented by the number of non-empty bins N ∅ .
While there are only minor differences between the un-binned and infinitely binned results, the fan-like binning exhibits large variations of the order of 25% for α, 5% for β, and 15% for δ when changing the binning size 4 . Nevertheless, with increasingly fine binning the parameters tend to converge to the two values obtained by the un-binned and infinitely binned cases, indicating that (at least for this trace depth) the maximum likelihood method is only mildly biased by the particular data distribution. On the other hand, in longer traces the distribution of the data in the lower left sector might influence the reconstruction, especially if the measurement models are not accurate enough.
V. RESULTS

A. Reconstructed number of photons
In order to follow the evolution of the reconstructed (most likely) number of photonsp from Eq. (20) let us introduce a transition indicator
where p a and p m are direct estimates for photons obtained from the two measurements,
is the analog-to-photon conversion (inverse of Eq. (1)) and
is the corrected photon count (inverse of Eq. (3)). Note that the latter works only for m < 1/δ. The values of the indicator u defined in this way will be close to 1 when the reconstructed number of photonsp is close to the prediction from the current inversion p a . On the other hand, u will be close to 0 whenp is close to the dead-time corrected photon-count p m . Values between 0 and 1 are indicating transition between the two measurements. In Fig. 6 the changing of the value of indicator u along our example trace is shown. We can clearly identify three regions of the indicator's behavior.
For indices i below ∼ 2000 the indicator u ≈ 1 and thus the reconstructed number of photons is closely following the estimate from the analog signal. In this region the photon counting is saturated and, due to the dead-time, its resolution is heavily suppressed. The maximum likelihood method thus shifts the result towards the more accurate measurement: the analog signal.
For indices i above ∼ 4000 the indicator u ≈ 0 and the reconstructed number of photons is closely following the photon-counting. Here the analog signal is diving into the noisy region around the analog baseline where SNR is small. On the other hand, the photon counting is far from being effected by the dead-time and thus maximum likelihood gives it deserved emphasis.
In the intermediate region, for indices i between ∼ 2000 and ∼ 4000 where 0 < u < 1, the reconstructed number of photons lies between the two measurements which both have degraded accuracy, analog signal due to poor SNR and photon-counting due to the dead-time effects. Nevertheless, the value ofp is chosen according to the maximum likelihood, effectively combining the two less accurate measurements into one with smaller error 5 .
Note that all variants of the standard "gluing" procedures would in this picture produce a step-like functional form of indicator u, abruptly crossing over from 1 to 0 at a position that depends on a particular choice of the "gluing" method.
B. Multiple lidar traces and dynamic range
Standard processing of the lidar returns usually employs extensive stacking (summation) of the lidar traces in order to increase the SNR ratio. Since the maximum likelihood method has no built-in notion of range and 5 e.g. maximum-likelihood combination of two normally distributed measurements with errors σ 1 and σ 2 gives a new estimate with a smaller error
data-point ordering, multiple traces can instead be concatenated in order to increase the accuracy of the reconstruction. All points from different traces can thus be treated equally and processed at the same time, as long as the acquisition parameters α, β, γ 2 , and δ are considered stable in the respective time frame of the recording of the traces. Nevertheless, this procedure will suffer a slowdown linear with the number of data points used 6 . In case of our equipment, relative scatter of the reconstructed parameters within individual 480 s runs were below 1.6% for α, 0.24% for β, and 0.28% for δ. Relative differences between the mean values of the reconstructed parameters for the runs from the beginning and the end of the measurement campaign were below 0.61% for α, 0.54% for β, 1.62% for γ 2 , and 0.18% for δ. In such stable conditions it is thus possible to concatenate a large number of lidar traces in order to increase the accuracy of the reconstructed photon returns.
In the usual lidar operation, the gain of the analog channel is set to a level which produces a discretized trace with the maximum signal slightly below (or, like in our case, above) the ADC saturation limit. In this way the analog signal can cover the whole dynamic range of the ADC, exposing nicely the saturation of the photon counting (see Fig. 1 ). It turns out that if for whatever reason the analog signal is covering only a smaller fraction of the available dynamic range or that the amount of photons is not saturating the photon counting, the procedure described above will still produce stable and reasonable estimates of the α, β, and γ 2 parameters since they are anyway dominated by the data in the lowerleft corner of the (a i , m i ) diagram. On the other hand, the dead-time fraction δ will in this case tend to zero (towards the ideal counter), since the absence of the photon-counting saturation in the data effectively gives an estimate 1/δ → ∞, but all this without actually influencing the reconstructed number of photons p i .
VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Modern transient recorders offer two principally different measurements of the same photon return: the digitization of the analog signal and the photon-counting mode. We are thus challenged, not only to use them in their respective regions of validity (like the usual "gluing" methods) but to combine them into a more accurate estimate of the photon numbers by using detailed statistical models of both acquisition processes.
The maximum likelihood procedure described in this work offers a reconstruction of photon returns that has a natural transition between the analog and photoncounting signals and is based on their analytical measurement models. In this work we have been using fairly rudimentary models of the two measurement processes, nevertheless they still adequately capture the main strengths of the new reconstruction procedure. Furthermore, if more detailed models are needed, they can be simply included into the probability expressions entering the likelihood function.
In this method we are strongly discouraged to attempt any kind of background subtraction. The background photons are treated as a normal signal since they appear in both measurement modes as viable data. Any removal of background (from dawn or daylight) should be done on the final reconstructed photon numbers.
The maximum likelihood method works in all conditions, even in the presence of clouds or other enhanced scattering objects. It fails only when the input levels of photons are not exploring the whole dynamic range of the transient recorder (i.e. both corners of Fig. 1 ) and thus no reliable estimate of the acquisition parameters α, β, γ 2 , and δ can be obtained. Through the offset analysis of the likelihood value it offers a simple way for estimation of the potential relative delay between the two measurement traces, which in our particular case turned out not to be negligible.
The code implementing the maximum-likelihood reconstruction of lidar returns is available under the GPL3 license at http:/ /www.ung.si/˜darko/lidar/.
where the part in the square brackets is the suppression factor relative to the Poisson variance V Poisson = M. For d 1 the variance is well described by a fully saturated dead-time counter,
where frac(x) = x − x is the function returning fractional (non-integer) part of an argument. Note that the expression for asymptotic variance in Eq. (A11) converges in this regime to 1/6 and thus well describes the average of the oscillatory dependence of V δ on δ in Eqs. (A10) and (A12).
